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Introduction

Kia Ora Welcome to the 2019 TIN Report
It’s 2019, which means that TIN as an organisation is officially
20 years old! It amazes me to think about how much the New
Zealand tech sector has grown and evolved over that time,
and the role TIN has played in that journey.

for talent are doing just that. What this means is we have
a once-in-a-generation opportunity to engage the tech
sector with the untapped parts of our economy to eliminate
entrenched economic disparities and achieve social equity.

1999 was certainly an interesting time for the technology
sector worldwide. As the millennium closed, the dotcom
boom seemed to have largely bypassed New Zealand with
little clarity as to where our own technology industry was
heading. A critical industry mass was still elusive – so the
establishment of a networking organisation that could track
the sector’s progress and monitor the growth seemed at the
time to me to be an obvious and much-needed step to take.

Today, and increasingly in the years ahead, I see the NZ
tech sector truly taking on the mantle of being a force for
good in New Zealand – and TIN will be working on a vision
for that in the year ahead. With that in mind, I commend
this 15th TIN Report to you. I trust you will find its contents
enlightening, encouraging and invigorating – reflecting on
how far we’ve come, and how much further we still can go.

TIN was born from an initial series of meetings with tech
industry leaders that occurred in late 1999 as Auckland
prepared to host the America’s Cup for the first time.
Five years later, the absence of any meaningful data
on the sector brought to life the first TIN Report. It
took a close look at 50 Kiwi tech companies, from 70
surveyed, that were starting to make waves overseas.
This seems a very long way from this year’s 15th TIN
Report where we surveyed close to 1,000 companies.
For the first time in 2019, the TIN200 – New Zealand’s
two-hundred largest tech exporters – have broken
through the $12B mark in total revenue, and $8B in
export earnings. That’s double-digit growth and total
growth over a billion dollars for the second consecutive
year, and the third time in the last four years.
It’s also been a year for smashing milestones: investment
in R&D surpassing $1B for the first time; foreign
investment at record levels and employment numbers
passing 50,000 staff. With growth across the country,
the NZ tech sector is becoming a crucial component
of regional economic growth, and poised to challenge
dairy and tourism as our leading export sector.
New Zealand is a very small pond, so you don’t need a very
big stone to create significant economic ripples – and the
massive growth in foreign and local investment and demands

As always, putting together the TIN Report is a massive
job and I extend my thanks to the whole TIN team for the
incredible job that they have done. The TIN Report would also
not be possible without our expanding stable of sponsors:
New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, EY, Absolute IT and
James & Wells, as well as our newest sponsors, BNZ and
NZX. Through their ongoing support for the tech sector,
they are helping transform New Zealand’s economy.
As you delve into the pages of this year’s TIN Report, it will be
apparent that the success of the NZ tech sector is because
of the entrepreneurs, investors, company leaders and
dedicated staff who work together to make it all possible.
In 20 years’ time, when we are looking back on another
two decades of evolution of the New Zealand tech sector,
I am confident that we will be able to trace the threads
back to the TIN Report of 2019 and see how the successes
of today translated into the strong foundations of a
tomorrow that brought benefit and prosperity to all.

Ngā mihi nui
Greg Shanahan

Greg Shanahan
Managing Director
Technology Investment Network
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Key Highlights 2019 vs 2018
The TIN200 Technology Companies

Revenue

Employees

Primary Sector Breakdown

2018

$11.005B

2019

$12.126B

2018

47,808

2019

51,569

Growth

Growth

Exports

$7.790B

2019

$8.672B

Fast Facts
Top Growth Regions
North Auckland

Wellington

Growth

Growth $

Revenue

$49m

10.2%
Growth

7.9%
Growth %

2018

$428m $643m

Growth

11.3%

Revenue

HTM

7.0%

ICT

15.9%

BIOTECH

6.0%

$6.561B $4.699B $0.866B

TIN200 companies paying over
$4B in wages and salaries

15.2% $170m $1.284B

Europe growth of 18.5% / $228m

17.5% $386m $2.589B

Fintech growth of 26.9% / $241m

Canterbury

10.3%

$87m $0.935B

Otago

16.2%

$66m $0.469B

Public company revenue growth
of 20.2% / $502m
Profitability up by 15.9%
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2019 – A Defining Year for NZ Tech Exporters
Key growth milestones prove sector strength as global investment interest surges.
TIN200 companies continue their strong
upward trajectory, achieving a consecutive year
of $1.1B growth in revenue for the first time.

A strong pipeline of emerging companies
creates growth at both the top and bottom
of the TIN200.

Total TIN200 revenue rose to a record $12.1B in 2019, growing
by 10.2% or $1.1B. This is the first time that the TIN200 has
achieved two consecutive years of over $1B revenue growth.

Companies larger than $200m and companies
less than $50m both delivered impressive 12%
growth rates this year, highlighting the widespread
strength of the New Zealand tech sector. A record
51 companies now boast revenues over $50m.

The strength of ICT firms continues to drive the
New Zealand tech sector forward.
The 95 ICT firms in the TIN200 delivered another
impressive year, increasing turnover by $643m or 15.9%.
This accounts for well over half of the TIN200 growth, and
this compares favourably to the 7.0% and 6.0% growth
rates of the High-tech Manufacturing and Biotech primary
sectors respectively. Fintech remains a key growth
sector, after another strong year of 26.9% growth.

Over 50,000 staff are now employed globally
by the TIN200.
2019 marks a defining year across numerous metrics for
TIN200 firms. The group now employs 51,569 staff around
the world, of which over half are employed in New Zealand.
These employees are paid over $4B in wages – another
historic milestone never before reached by the TIN200. The
average wage for a TIN200 employee is more than $82,000.

With 15 new companies also entering the TIN200, the
TIN100 and Next100 revenue cut-offs have increased to
$23m and $3.6m, from $19m and $2.7m respectively.

Significant change is seen in the ownership
landscape following considerable
foreign interest.
A total of seven TIN200 companies received offshore
investment, with $326m invested between them. When
excluding the $206m raised by Rocket Lab, the average
deal size across the remaining six deals is a sizeable
$20m. This funding was sourced heavily from the
US and Australia. With eight TIN200 companies also
acquired by offshore interests, there is a clear shifting
dynamic in the TIN200 ownership environment.

Traditionally strong export markets continue
to drive TIN200 export growth of 11.3%.

The Wellington region demonstrates
the strongest growth in both dollar and
percentage terms.

Offshore revenue for the TIN200 reached a record
$8.7B, on the back of 11.3% export growth. Australia and
North America maintain their position as the two largest
export markets, both growing by 9.7% to contribute
nearly 50% of total TIN200 revenue. Europe, however,
topped in growth rate after a 18.5% revenue rise.

While growth was seen in all regions across New
Zealand, Wellington stands out as the fastest growing,
increasing sales by $386m or 17.5%. This puts Wellington
alongside North Auckland and Otago as the only three
regions with double-digit 5-year CAGRs, proving they
are consistent drivers of overall TIN200 growth.

*Profit is measured as EBITDA unless otherwise stated.

Profitability* continues to be an important
factor, particularly for ICT TIN200 firms.
Profitability of the TIN200 companies continues to
rise faster than revenue, increasing by 15.9%. ICT
made the most marked improvement, after improving
profitability by a staggering 57.7% to push EBITDA
above 10% of revenue for the first time in the sector.

Innovation remains critical for the
New Zealand tech sector.
Research and development (R&D) continues to be a key
focus for TIN200 companies and has reached over $1B
for the first time in TIN Report history. This has pushed
it above the 10% of revenue mark, with TIN companies
allocating 11.1% of revenue toward R&D activities.

Number of TIN Rising Star companies
reaches record heights.
TIN’s category for consistent high-growth companies, the TIN
Rising Stars, has reached a record 29 companies. Dominated
by the ICT primary sector, this expanding group highlights the
increasing depth of impressive tech firms in New Zealand.
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Ownership Overview
Key Highlights
Private Companies:
Largest Ownership Category with

$3.6B
in total revenue

Public Companies Drove Growth:

>20%
growth

2019 saw another year of positive revenue growth across
all ownership categories. This was led by a 20.2% revenue
growth for Public companies, delivering $3.0B in revenue for
the year and boasting a 5 year CAGR of 16.5%. Despite only
accounting for 12.5% of TIN200 companies, they generate
24.7% of TIN200 revenue and accounted for 44.8% of growth
this year. Public companies employ over 12,000 people.

>10%

Whilst there has been strong levels of both domestic and offshore
investment, the majority (53.5%) of the TIN200 companies
remain privately owned. Generating $3.6B in revenue this year,
and employing over 15,000 people, this group performed more
modestly than other ownership categories, growing by only 3.8%.

This year saw a change in the ownership composition of the
TIN200 with the number of Foreign Owned and Investment-

Ownership of TIN200 Companies
NAME

NO. OF
COMPANIES

REVENUE
GROWTH
(%)

5-YEAR
CAGR (%)

REVENUE
GROWTH
($000)

2019
REVENUE
($000)

2018
REVENUE
($000)

2017
REVENUE
($000)

2016
REVENUE
($000)

2015
REVENUE
($000)

2019
EMPTTL

2018
EMPTTL

Private

107

3.8%

6.0%

$130,762

$3,568,896

$3,4 38,134

$3,173,948

$2,988,012

$2,705,885

15,922

15,431

Foreign Owned

40

5.6%

5.2%

$160,940

$3,060,673

$2,899,732

$2,749,865

$2,679,441

$2,644,866

11,398

11,072

Public

25

20.2%

16.5%

$502,292

$2,991,353

$2,489,061

$2,077,914

$1,813,964

$1,544,763

12,426

10,508

28

15.0%

10.6%

$326,174

$2,504,667

$2,178,4 93

$2,098,515

$1,850,513

$1,660,415

11,823

10,797

200

10.2%

8.8%

$1,120,168

$12,125,589

$11,005,420

$10,100,241

$9,331,929

$8,555,929

51,569

47,808

Investment-backed Private*

Public and Investment-backed
Private companies

backed Private* companies both increasing by five. Collectively
these two ownership categories now account for 34.0%
of TIN companies. However, they accounted for a sizeable
45.9% of TIN revenue, growing by $488m this year.

TOTAL

Comparison of Revenue vs Number of TIN200 Companies by Ownership Type 2019

5-year CAGR

53.5%

Share of Companies

20.0%

12.5%

14.0%

Number of TIN companies acquired:

8

29.4%

Share of Revenue

25.2%

Acquisitions Made by TIN Companies:

11

Private

Foreign Owned

Public

Private/Investment

*Investment-backed Private companies are defined as firms with investment from VC, PE, and organised Angel groups.

24.7%

20.7%
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Mike Carden – Joyous

By Holly Ryan

The name Mike Carden is well-known in technology and start-up circles.
Not just because of the several business ventures he himself has founded
or been part of, but also through the support he has given to other
New Zealand start-ups including Flossie, AskNicely, and Promapp Solutions.
For Carden however, his latest company Joyous – a live
HR feedback app for employers and employees – is his
biggest venture.
Carden’s childhood was spent mostly in Auckland with
a brief stint overseas in the UK and Kenya in his younger
years. Returning to Auckland in his teens, Carden attended
Auckland Grammar, leaving school at 16 to go to university
where he completed a double degree (BSc in Computer
Science and a BCom double majoring in Accounting Finance
and Marketing) before he was 20.
It sounds ambitious, however Carden says at the time, he
didn’t put a lot of thought into it.
“I didn’t know what I wanted to do as a career. We had a
Commodore 64 at home and I was quite good with computers
so I thought I could do a Computer Science degree –
that was literally the extent of it. In those days university
was free and I had University Entrance and a scholarship. I
wanted to continue my education but I didn’t think about
the outcome at all.”
By the time he finished his degree, Carden was in a band
playing guitar, and had lost interest in working altogether,
other than to pay his rent so he could tour with his group.
He got a job painting houses and a little while later joined
Panasonic as a support technician. The role paid the bills but
it wasn’t until four years later when he joined Acer in its new
home PC division, and was then headhunted a year and a half
later by Hewlett Packard, that Carden began to enjoy his job.

“It’s weird to think about now. I started as a guy working on
the phone in customer support for Panasonic with no desire
to show up for anything other than my 40 hours a week and
just clock-in and clock-out,” says Carden.

“In three years I went from having very little
desire to work at all, to having a team of about
15 with a quota in the hundreds of millions of
dollars, and a passion to build my team and
build the business.”
When Hewlett Packard acquired Compaq in 2002, Carden
helped with the transition and was then offered redundancy
once the deal had been completed – something he says was
tough to accept.
“A lot of myself by that point had been defined by the fact that
I was the GM of consumer business for HP which was a big
part of who I was and I was proud of it. I realised redundancy
would pay off a big chunk of my mortgage but I still had to
think about it for a while.”
At 30, and with a wife and a one-year-old child, Carden
took redundancy and decided to start his own business,
founding Longcoast in 2002, which did consulting work for
manufacturers selling into retail.
Over the next 18 months, this role took him to more than 20
different countries before he founded his second business,
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Datacom

Xero

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare

SECTOR: ICT / IT Services and Support

SECTOR: ICT / Fintech

SECTOR: High-tech Manufacturing /
Healthcare

GROWTH: 17.0% CAGR 5YR: N/A*

REVENUE ($000): $552,800

GROWTH: 36.0% CAGR 5YR: 51.1%
GROWTH ($000): $146,200

GROWTH: 9.1%

REVENUE ($000): $1,294,933
GROWTH ($000): $188,153^

PREVIOUS YEARS: 2008-2018

1

2019 was another year of stellar growth for New Zealand’s
largest technology company, growing revenue by 17% to
$1.3B. Some of this year’s highlights include the culmination
of upgrades to four national data centres, increasing their
data warehousing capacity by 40%, growing success in
Australia, and landing their first big wins in the US market.
As demand for technology services expands, Datacom
continues to adapt their IT offering to changing customer
preferences. The company secured its first clients on
Datascape – a born-in-the-cloud product suite that is
being developed specifically for local government clients.
Datacom’s Govt.Container automated app management
service was also positively received by the market.
Datacom’s expanding presence internationally, particularly
in North America and the UK, lays the groundwork for
continued innovation and expansion in 2020.
*In 2019 Datacom was an early adopter of the New Zealand Equivalents to International
Financial Reporting Standards. This change materially impacts the way revenue is
reported so it is not possible to calculate a representative 5 year CAGR.

“Datacom is built on the talent and
expertise of the 6500 people who come
to work every day to help navigate our
customers through rapid change and
complexity in their business. Technology
is both the driver for this, but also central
to many of the innovative solutions
ahead. We will continue to apply our local
experience, insight and imagination
to benefit our customers and their
businesses.” Greg Davidson, CEO
^Calculated by TIN based on the new NZ IRFS standard rolled back and applied to 2018
using the Datacom confirmed growth figure of 17.0%.

PREVIOUS YEARS: 2012-2018

REVENUE ($000): $1,070,000

2

Xero has proven its powerhouse status once again in 2019,
with $146.2m growth, up 36% from the previous year,
placing it on the EY Ten Companies to Watch for the eighth
year in a row.
Known globally for its online cloud-based accounting
software for small businesses, and under new leadership
from tech veteran Steve Vamos, Xero has achieved positive
cash flow for the first time.
Xero’s subscriber base jumped 31% to 1.82m, and for the
first time international subscribers exceeded those from
Australia and New Zealand, demonstrating the truly global
nature of the business and an ability to execute its growth
strategy in overseas markets.
2020 is likely to see machine learning and AI loom larger
on Xero’s radar as it continues to innovate to serve its
expanding customer base.
“We believe we're barely scratching the
surface on the benefits cloud adoption
can bring to small businesses around
the world. We'll continue to work with
our bookkeepers, accountants and an
ever expanding ecosystem of financial
institutions and app partners to rewire
the world of small business, making it
seamless, simpler and smarter.”
Steve Vamos, CEO

CAGR 5YR: 11.4%

GROWTH ($000): $90,000

PREVIOUS YEARS: 2009-10, 2012-2018

3

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare has appeared on the EY
Ten Companies to Watch list every year since 2012,
and boasts a 5-year revenue CAGR of 11.4%, which
is testament to their sustained, strong growth. 2019
was no exception, with 9.1% growth propelling their
revenue over a billion dollars – one of just three
companies in the TIN report to achieve this milestone.
This is further evidence that Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s
long-term strategy – centered on care through
innovative products, changing clinical practices, global
reach, and sustainable growth – is delivering results.
Growth came from both sectors of the business,
Hospital and Homecare, as well as continued strong
performance in the North American market.
Over 14 million people across 120 countries used
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare products in 2019.

“For us, success is always about helping
patients. We are celebrating fifty years
since our first product went to market.
We’re proud of that milestone, but we’re not
resting on our laurels. We’re building on our
expertise to carry on improving outcomes
for more and more patients next year
– and beyond.”
Lewis Gradon, CEO
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NZX Early Stage Company Profiles 2019
Ambit

Dotterel Technologies

CEO: Joshua Comrie

CEOs: Shaun Edlin (Co-founder & CEO)
Mat Rowe (Co-founder & COO)

SECTOR: ICT / Software Solutions
REGION: Auckland, New Zealand
FORMATION YEAR: 2018

INVESTORS: K1W1, Lewis Holdings, NZVIF
TOTAL INVESTMENT TO DATE: $2.2m
WILL YOU BE SEEKING FURTHER
INVESTMENT: Yes

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO DATE:
Callaghan R&D Growth Grant recipient,
NZTE IGF
2019 REVENUE ($): $1.9m

2019 REVENUE GROWTH (%): 365.3%
2019 REVENUE GROWTH ($): $1.5m

“Success for Ambit in 2020 means New Zealand
and Australian sales are growing fast – doubling
our revenue. We will have done a successful
capital raise that will allow us to expand into new
markets. Our customers will see ever increasing
value from our conversational AI platform.”
Joshua Comrie, CEO

Ambit is a conversation platform of digital
chatbots customisable to business needs.
Their unique PaaS-based technology
enables their clients to provide more
simple, cost-effective and efficient
customer services via “digital employees,”
which are shown as digital avatars.
Their chatbots’ design is responsively
rebuilt bespoke to the business needs
of each of their clients. Integrated multirepository data capture, as well as
increasingly sophisticated human-like
verbal and nonverbal conversational
capabilities enables continuity and targeted
guidance of the customer experience.
Now entering its third year of development,
Ambit has a well-established portfolio of
conversational interface collaborations,
including New Zealand distribution partners
Vodafone, along with Flexigroup, Glassons,
and KPMG. They have integrated with
cloud and UX platforms Jade and Fusion5,
enabling Ambit to strategically connect
with several global enterprises, including
Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Skype for
Business, with ready-made content and
enterprise resource planning packages.

SECTOR: High Tech Manufacturing /
Electronics
REGION: Auckland, New Zealand
FORMATION YEAR: 2015

INVESTORS: Australian Defence
Accelerator, ESV, Jelix Ventures, K1W1,
NZVIF, Opal Ventures, Techstars, and
University of Auckland’s Inventor’s Fund
TOTAL INVESTMENT TO DATE: $1.8m
WILL YOU BE SEEKING FURTHER
INVESTMENT: Yes

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO DATE:
Project and Growth Grants from
Callaghan Innovation

Dotterel are leaders in drone acoustic
technology. Their proprietary acoustic
shroud technology reduces rotor noise
and enhances safety. Dotterel also develop
unique microphone arrays and filtering
hardware for recording clean audio in
real-time from drones. Their solutions are
primarily focused on the entertainment and
security sectors.
Dotterel began with an initial award in
the Callaghan C-Prize in 2015. A 2017
investment round granted them $500,000
from Korea’s ESV, The University of
Auckland’s Inventor’s Fund, and Techstars.
Late last year, an oversubscribed funding
round saw Dotterel raise $1.06m from
Sydney-based Early-Stage company funder,
Jelix Ventures, in exchange for 11.5% stake.
Other investors included K1W1, NZVIF,
Techstars, Australian Defence Accelerator,
and Auckland University’s commercialisation
department, UniServices.
They have also partnered with
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
University of NSW, and University of Sydney
for aeroacoustic research and development.
Currently Dotterel’s key market focuses are
New Zealand, Australian, and the US.

“At Dotterel we are positioning ourselves as
global leaders in drone acoustics. As noise is
now a critical problem for the rapidly growing
drone market, we are working to have our noise
reduction and aerial audio technology become
industry standard features on all drones.”
Shaun Edlin, Co-founder & CEO

JOIN THE TIN
MEMBERSHIP COMMUNITY
TIN Membership enables you to leverage your company’s profile
and connections through TIN’s extensive network in the technology
and investment ecosystems. Benefits include access to bespoke
reports, exclusive networking opportunities, discounts on TIN
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